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Abstract—Sensor network deployments, such as smart cities
and smart logistics, are evolving towards open infrastructure
on top of which multiple parties deploy and make use of
each other’s application software. Of vital importance in such
distributed settings, is an agreement on message semantics and
contents. Yet, the current state-of-the-art in sensor programming
typically remains low-level in terms of messaging, and lacks
support for coordination across platforms and stakeholders.
We present TALKSENS, a message definition framework that
facilitates development of correctly interacting application logic
by means of a shared data model, a message description language
and serialisation code generation. Additionally, integration of
TALKSENS with an existing component model results in run-
time retrievable message definitions that facilitate third-party
interactions. Our evaluation shows that message sizes, software
sizes and middleware overhead remain well within the bounds of
sensor network resource constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
To increase return-on-investment, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) are increasingly envisaged as open and reusable
infrastructure [5], [7], [12]. Examples include smart city infras-
tructures that serve a wide range of stakeholders for environ-
mental and traffic monitoring, parking management, park and
garden irrigation, etc. [10], and smart logistics in which over
time various trucks and trailers of different owners connect
with each other to provide an integrated cargo monitoring
system [3]. In serving the wide range of users and stakeholders
in these systems, any messaging solution needs to (i) provide
coordination of message semantics and contents, (ii) support
changing application requirements, and (iii) deal with platform
heterogeneity across sensor, mobile, and back-end tiers. Yet,
the current state-of-the-art in sensor programming typically
remains low-level in terms of messaging, and lacks support
for coordination across platforms and stakeholders. We identify
the following three problems.
First, message semantics and contents are often defined in
an implicit and ad-hoc manner within source code, which ham-
pers easy third-party reuse of distributed software. Examples of
such message definition include hard-coded byte-array filling
[6], or slightly less manual C-struct serialisation [2]. Within the
first example, messages are largely implicitly defined through
implementation, and serialisation is done manually, which
is particularly tedious and error-prone. The second example
improves upon this practice, yet in a platform-specific manner,
preventing easy reuse across multi-platform sensor systems.
Such ad-hoc definition of messages is furthermore problematic
as, within open sensor systems, developers have limited or no
access to third-party source code, or documentation thereof.
While this prevents easy third-party interaction on its own, it
also leaves great space for developers to (re)define messages
with conflicting identifiers and contents.
Second, in the face of multiple stakeholders, various in-
compatible variations of semantically equivalent messages are
bound to exist. Such variations can be the result of cultural
preferences, e.g. ◦C vs. ◦F; practical reasons, e.g. no floating-
point support on constrained embedded devices; and chang-
ing application requirements, e.g. adding timing information
to previously non-timed sensor readings. Where meaningful,
well-defined variation in message contents should be supported
to improve interoperability of application components.
Third, within open sensor systems, interactions must be
established with third-party software that is only discovered at
run-time. The ability to retrieve message definitions directly
from the item of interest, i.e. the running software component,
would greatly facilitate such interactions.
To address these problems, this paper presents TALK-
SENS, a message definition framework targeted at open sensor
systems. TALKSENS provides development support to define
message contents in a platform-neutral manner, with accom-
panying message serialisation code generation. Furthermore,
central administration of message definitions contributes to
the necessary coordination among various stakeholders, while
run-time retrievable message definitions facilitate interaction
with run-time discovered software. For the latter, TALKSENS is
integrated with an existing component model. To evaluate the
feasibility of such an approach within the resource constraints
of sensor networks, we reimplement a smart-office application
with TALKSENS support and evaluate the impact on message
sizes, component sizes and middleware overhead.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
lists specific requirements to TALKSENS and presents an
overview of our solution. Sections III-VI describe the design,
and development and run-time support of TALKSENS. Sec-
tion VII and VIII respectively evaluate and conclude.
II. REQUIREMENTS & APPROACH
The overall goal of TALKSENS is to provide a framework
that supports coordination of message definitions, and facili-
tates their systematic use at development-time and run-time.
Specific requirements are the following.
Message definition support. A mechanism is required for
the platform-independent specification of messages and their
contents in terms of values, data types, and where applicable,
units of measurement. This mechanism should support well-
defined adaptations to deal with changing application require-
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ments; e.g. adding new messages, changing the content of a
message, and adding additional units of measurement.
Development support. Systematic use of (pre-)defined
messages needs to be encouraged at development-time to
facilitate the development of correctly interoperable applica-
tion components. Developers need to be able to conveniently
consult the set of defined messages, apply changes when
necessary, and be assisted with message serialisation.
Run-time inspection support. Message definitions need
to be retrievable directly from running software to facilitate
third-party interactions therewith.
Lightweight sensor network solution. The proposed so-
lution should consume a minimal amount of sensor network
resources, and leverage the available resources at the back-end.
The approach of TALKSENS to satisfying these require-
ments is to provide a distributed framework for message
definition, as depicted in Figure 1. In the resource-rich back-
end environment, a data model is maintained that represents
the currently supported message types, message contents,
data types, units of measurement, and language mappings.
This data model underpins a message description language,
that is systematically used at development-time to define
platform-independent message contents. For this, TALKSENS
draws inspiration from interface description languages (IDL)
like Protocol Buffers [9] and Thrift [1]. To suit the WSN-
specific needs, support is added for units of measurements
and run-time available lightweight message definitions. Ad-
ditional development support is provided by an IDE plugin
that provides access to a message definition repository and
features generation of message-specific serialisation code. As
such, TALKSENS provides a define-once/use-multiple-times
mode of operation. The resulting code is to be included in
software projects that produce/consume these messages, which
simplifies error-free message (de)serialisation. Next to the
serialisation code, also a lightweight version of the respective
message definitions is embedded within components. These
are retrievable at run-time by using the inspection features
of configurable component models for sensor networks [4],
[6]. As such, the TALKSENS solution maximally leverages the
distributed environment; full message definitions are specified
and available only in the back-end, while in the sensor network
the available information is limited to the minimum that is
required by the local software and for runtime inspection.
III. THE TALKSENS DATA MODEL
The core of TALKSENS is formed by its data model that
specifies a generic message structure, the data types and units
of measurement used to format the data inside messages,
language mappings and ultimately a list of message definitions.
This section discusses the data model, with a description of
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Fig. 1. Conceptual image showing the distributed architecture of the
TALKSENS framework.
TABLE I. A PARTIAL OVERVIEW OF THE EXTENSIBLE DATA TYPE AND
UNIT OF MEASUREMENT LISTS IN THE TALKSENS DATA MODEL.
(n/a MEANS ’NOT APPLICABLE’)
Data types
Data type Enc. Size C type Java type
undefined 0 n/a n/a n/a
int8 1 1 int8 t byte
int16 2 2 int16 t short
int32 3 4 int32 t int
string 5 n/a char[] String
float 6 4 float float
Units
Unit Enc.
none 0
◦C 1
◦F 2
bar 10
Pa 11
ppm 30
the generic message structure being deferred to the following
section.
The data model provides a number of primitives that are
used for message definition; data types with accompanying lan-
guage mappings, and units of measurement. These are arranged
in extensible sets, as partially shown in Table I. The data
types list specifies the language-independent primitive data
types that can be used within TALKSENS to represent values
in a message. Except for strings, these are fixed-size data
types, which are associated with language-specific primitive
data types for each of the supported underlying languages
(currently C and Java). Similarly, the units list specifies the
units of measurement that can be used to express values that
represent a physical quantity. Elements in both lists are mapped
to a numeric encoding for compact serialisation.
Besides these primitives, the data model contains a list
of currently defined message types. Message types define the
semantic meaning of the messages known to the system (e.g.
a temperature message), and are mapped to numeric identifiers
for compactness. Furthermore, for each message type, the
payload contents is defined as discussed in Section IV. These
centralised message definitions facilitate the (re)use thereof
and discourage ad-hoc message definition.
The TALKSENS data model is designed to support exten-
sion. Message types, data types and units of measurement can
be added to their respective lists and are numerically encoded.
An append-only strategy is enforced to prevent hard to detect
errors caused by reuse of previously removed encodings.
Additionally, language mappings need to be added to fully
integrate new data types into the data model, or even to add
support for new underlying platforms or languages. Finally,
changes to the data model can require a corresponding update
of the serialisation code generator (see Section VI).
IV. MESSAGE DEFINITIONS
Within TALKSENS, message contents is defined by means
of a message description language (MDL). The TALKSENS
MDL1 is a minimal declarative language that is used to
define message contents in a the platform-neutral manner. Its
syntax enables the intuitive specification of correctly structured
message definitions, as shown in Listing 1. The inclusion of
data types and units of measurement in its syntax, forces
developers to only use those that are specified within the data
model. By means of the language mappings, this provides run-
time type correctness during message exchange. Correct use of
units is however not enforced, as by default, it is not supported
by the underlying languages (i.e. C, Java).
1Full grammar available at the TALKSENS webpage [11].
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1 message timed_temperature_msg {
2 messageType temperature
3 dataRecord temperature_rd 0 {
4 dataElement temperature_el 0 {
5 dataType float
6 unit fahrenheit
7 }
8 dataElement timestamp 1 {
9 dataType int64
10 unit ms
11 }
12 }
13 }
Listing 1. A message definition in TALKSENS MDL format.
Message definitions contain (i) a human-readable name; (ii)
a message type that semantically defines the message; and (iii)
an initial data record that specifies the message contents. The
message type relates to those defined in the data model. Data
records are composed of a set of data elements and/or nested
data records. Data elements, in turn, are atomic and represent
data values with a certain data type and unit of measurement.
Both data records and elements are given a human-readable
name and sequence number. The former serves to generate
intuitive serialisation APIs, the latter is used under the hood
for element/record identification. Finally, data elements and
records can be specified to contain a single value or an array
of values (not shown in the example).
TALKSENS supports well-delimited content and represen-
tation variations between messages of the same type; i.e. with
equal messageType. Variation in contents, i.e. the set of data
elements and records of a message, is allowed in support of
changing application requirements; e.g. new regulations might
cause a timestamp to be added to a temperature message.
However, data elements and records can only be added to
a message, not removed. This to ensure consistency of their
sequence numbers. Forward compatibility is provided by ig-
noring message contents that is not expected at the receiving
end. Any missing content however raises a warning; either at
message reception or during message flow configuration.
Variation in representation is allowed to support differ-
ences in platform APIs and cultural preferences. This enables
multiple variants of a single message type (and the same
content) to exist with different data types and units for the
contained data elements. Conversions between such variants of
a message type are typically rather straightforward. They can
be implemented within dedicated software components that
can be inserted into the message flow. By means of a formal
specification of conversion rules, such conversion components
can be automatically generated. Such automated mediation
however remains an item of future work.
V. SERIALISING MESSAGES AND MESSAGE DEFINITIONS
TALKSENS defines a lightweight serialisation format for
messages and their run-time retrievable definitions. This format
closely resembles the structure of MDL message definitions,
but eliminates all elements that are not needed for run-time
machine interpretation. To improve the development experi-
ence, the details of the serialisation format are hidden from
developers by generation of message-specific serialisation code
(see Section VI).
+--------+----...----+--------+--------+
|    Message type    |  Data Record 0  |
+--------+----...----+--------+--------+
| #bytes | ID value  | seqno  |  flag  |
+--------+----...----+--------+--------+
  1 byte    # bytes    1 byte   1 byte
+--------+--------+--------+--------+...
|            Data Element           |
+--------+--------+--------+--------+...
| seqno  |  flag  | d.type |  unit  |
+--------+--------+--------+--------+...
  1 byte   1 byte   1 byte   1 byte
+--------+--------+------------------------...
|            Data Record            
+--------+--------+------------------------...
| seqno  |  flag  |   Data Elements/Records
+--------+--------+------------------------...
  1 byte   1 byte   
Fig. 2. The message definition serialisation format.
To achieve compact representation, serialisation uses nu-
merical encoding and omits redundant human-readable nam-
ing. Message type identifiers are serialised in a variable size
integer encoding that omits leading zeros and supports large
integers. Data types and units are encoded as shown in Table I,
and all serialisation is done in network byte order.
Figure 2 shows the message definition serialisation format.
A serialised message type identifier is followed by a set of
data records and elements. Serialisation of both elements and
records starts with a sequence number (i.e. seqno in the figure)
and a flag. The sequence number specifies which data element
or record is being serialised. The flag indicates whether a data
element or record is described and whether it contains a single
value or an array. Data elements further specify the data type
and unit used, while nested data records recursively specify
the set of data elements they contain.
A serialised data message is a concatenation of serialised
elements and/or records, shown in Figure 3, prepended by a
semantic type identifier. Serialisation of elements and records
is done in a type-length-value format. The sequence numbers
function as the type indicator and identify data elements and
records within a message. The length indicator specifies the
number of bytes that are needed to serialise the value at hand.
For a data element, this depends on (i) the specific data type
specified (See Table I), (ii) whether it is a single or repeated
data element, and (iii) on the value itself in case of a string.
Data records, are internally serialised into string format and
included as a string data element in their containing data
record. Specific data types and units are not specified within
the serialisation of data messages, as they are fully embedded
within the generated serialisation code.
VI. DEVELOPMENT AND RUN-TIME SUPPORT
The TALKSENS framework includes an IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) plugin to encourage the system-
atic use of previously defined messages during application
development. Shown in Figure 4, the plugin allows developers
to browse a central message definition repository and edit
message definitions in the MDL format. Based on the chosen
message definition, it furthermore allows to generate message-
specific serialisation code in C or Java. This code can be
conveniently included within the software project under devel-
opment, where its API constraints the developer’s interaction
with the message payload and ensures correct reading and
writing of contained values. The use of such message-specific
serialisation code is shown in Listing 2.
+--------+--------+-----...-----+
|        Data Element           |
+--------+--------+-----...-----+
| seqno  | length |   value(s)  |
+--------+--------+-----...-----+
  1 byte   1 byte   length bytes
+--------+--------+------------------------...
|            Data Record            
+--------+--------+------------------------...
| seqno  | length | (serialised elements/records)
+--------+--------+------------------------...
  1 byte   1 byte       length bytes
Fig. 3. The data element and record serialisation format.
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Fig. 4. The TalkSens IDE plugin.
1 uint16_t temp = readADC(TEMP_ADC_CHANNEL);
2 uint16_t time = clock_time();
3
4 struct ts_message* msg_temperature;
5 msg_temperature_init(&msg_temperature);
6 dr_temp_set_temp(msg_temperature->record, temp);
7 dr_temp_set_time(msg_temperature->record, time);
8
9 msg_temp_out_publish(msg_temperature);
Listing 2. Sending a temperature message using its message-
specific serialisation API in C.
The run-time support of TALKSENS is primarily provided
by its integration with the Loosely-coupled Component Infras-
tructure (LooCI) [6]. LooCI provides a run-time configurable
component model and distributed event bus. Its individually
deployable components interact by exchanging events over the
event bus via their interfaces. Events are identified by a 2-byte
integer, and contain a simple byte-array as payload. LooCI
supports component inspection, which exposes component
information, such as exchanged event types. Lastly, LooCI is
available on multiple embedded platforms.
The integration of TALKSENS within LooCI, brings explicit
event definition support to the latter. Instead of arbitrary lists of
event types in source code, and tedious manual event serialisa-
tion, TALKSENS brings more coordinated and less error-prone
support for event definition and serialisation. In practice, the
integration required changes to component interfaces and the
underlying middleware. The interfaces of LooCI components
were adapted to make use of TALKSENS-defined events, which
includes both application of generated serialisation code, and
support for the inspection of event definitions. The LooCI
middleware was extended with generic TALKSENS serialisa-
tion functionality, as well as underlying middleware support
for the inspection of event definitions. This was realised
for two LooCI implementations; the C-based Contiki version
that operates on constrained platforms like Zigduino (16MHz,
128kB Flash, 16kB RAM) [13] and the Java-based OSGi
version that operates on mobile devices and back-end servers.
These were selected to showcase TALKSENS’ cross-platform
support, and its feasibility within constrained environments.
All implementations are available online [11].
VII. EVALUATION
TALKSENS primarily contributes qualitative development
and run-time support. This section, however, provides a quan-
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Fig. 5. TalkSens message sizes for the SmartOffice application. (the ’sensor
data’ cluster refers to temperature, light, CO2, CH4, and humidity messages)
titative evaluation in terms of message sizes, deployable com-
ponent sizes, and middleware memory use. Due to space
constraints we only evaluate the LooCI/Contiki implementa-
tion. We compare with Protocol Buffers [9]; a state-of-the-art
serialisation mechanism that aims at being smaller and faster
than XML. We use the NanoPB [8] C-implementation.
A part of our evaluation compares the original LooCI-
based implementation of the SmartOffice sensor system at
iMinds-DistriNet, with a TALKSENS-enabled version. This
deployment features offices in which desks, doors and windows
are equipped with sensor nodes that monitor the environment
and presence of people. Data is collected and pre-processed
on sensor nodes and forwarded to a back-end for further pro-
cessing. PC and smartphone clients subscribe to the back-end
for updates about the working comfort and security conditions
(air quality, unauthorised access, etc.) in the office. A complete
description is provided in [5].
We first evaluate the amount of meta-data that our serialisa-
tion format introduces in data messages. Therefor, in Figure 5,
we compare the payload sizes of the SmartOffice deployment’s
messages when serialised in three different formats; (i) a
plain data-only format, (ii) the TALKSENS format and (iii)
the Protocol Buffers format.
As previously shown in Figure 3, the TALKSENS format in-
troduces a 2-byte overhead for each data element/record within
a message. This causes the SmartOffice message payloads to
grow from an average size of 6,4 bytes in the data-only format,
to about 12,5 bytes in the TALKSENS format. This doubling in
size needs to be placed into perspective. On the one hand, do
most messages, both in the SmartOffice and generally in WSN
deployments, contain only a few data elements. This causes
the 2-byte overhead per data element/record to significantly
influence the relative message sizes. On the other hand, do
the resulting message sizes remain well within the bounds of
the available payload sizes in WSNs. In LooCI for instance,
which operates on top of IEEE802.15.4, 6LoWPAN and IPv6,
payloads of up to 86 bytes are allowed. To compare with
Protocol Buffers, we evaluate against its minimum and maxi-
mum payload sizes, as Protocol Buffers uses value-dependent
varint encoding. On average, these are 6,3 and 12,7 bytes,
which means that TALKSENS serialisation is on par with its
maximum payload sizes. While additional compaction is thus
possible, TALKSENS does not require the more heavy-weight
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TABLE II. TALKSENS MIDDLEWARE MEMORY OVERVIEW.
Platform Flash RAM
LooCI/Contiki 56,6kB 11,5kB
LooCI/Contiki - TALKSENS 61,0kB (+8%) 11,5kB (+0,1%)
LooCI/Contiki - NanoPB 68,4kB (+21%) 12,0kB (+4,4%)
serialisation logic of Protocol Buffers, discussed later, and thus
provides a good balance between serialisation complexity on
the one hand, and message sizes on the other.
We additionally measured the sizes of the SmartOffice seri-
alised message definitions. With an average size of 17,1 bytes,
these equally fit comfortably into WSN payloads. Compared
to plain LooCI, it thus requires no additional transmission of
radio packets to retrieve not only message type information,
but a content definition as well.
Secondly, we evaluate the combined effect on component
sizes of (i) including message-specific serialisation code, and
(ii) adding inspection support for message definitions. Figure 6
provides an overview of the SmartOffice component sizes
implemented for LooCI/Contiki, and TALKSENS and NanoPB
versions thereof. Within LooCI/Contiki, component size refers
to the size of an ELF-formatted run-time deployable compo-
nent file. The graph shows an average increase in component
size of 1193 bytes when adding TALKSENS support. Adding
Protocol Buffers support, only results in a average increase of
411 bytes. The larger overhead of TALKSENS can however, at
least partially, be attributed to the fact that Protocol Buffers
offers reduced functionality compared to TALKSENS; (i) it
does not provide run-time inspection for message definitions,
and (ii) does not specify units of measurements. Furthermore,
its pre-deployed middleware support consumes more than
twice as much of Flash memory than TALKSENS (see below).
On the other hand, these results indicate that our serialisa-
tion implementation for Contiki might be further optimised.
LooCI/Contiki components, however, remain well within the
scope of provided memory, allowing (multiple) components to
be comfortably deployed on constrained sensor nodes.
Finally, Table II presents the memory consumption of the
TALKSENS middleware in comparison to plain LooCI/Contiki.
Such middleware support is required to inspect components
for message definitions, and for efficient message serialisation.
For completeness we compare with the NanoPB alternative;
however, TALKSENS provides more than just serialisation, and
is less extensive in doing so than ProtocolBuffers. Including
TALKSENS support within LooCI/Contiki resulted in an 8%
increase in Flash consumption and a mere 0,1% increase in
static RAM consumption. Both results are well within the
limits of the targeted constrained platforms and small when
compared to LooCI/Contiki-NanoPB.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced TALKSENS, a framework that fa-
cilitates coordination of message definitions within open and
multi-party sensor network deployments. Compared to state-
of-the-art WSN programming, TALKSENS makes message
types and contents more explicit, both at development-time
and run-time and simplifies the development of software
components that correctly interact with each other. This is
achieved by generation of message-specific serialisation code,
and provisioning of run-time available message definitions
through component inspection. Evaluation shows that such fea-
tures can be offered within the bounds of the present resource
constraints; hereby providing proof that WSN programming
does not have to be low-level in terms of messaging.
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